Three-Dimensional Orientation of Male *Cadra cautella* (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) Flying to Calling Females in a Windless Environment
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**ABSTRACT** A male *Cadra cautella* (Walker) flying in a windless environment first reacts behaviorally to the sex pheromone plume of a calling female from a distance of \(\approx 40\) cm. Its angular velocity (turning rate in degrees per second) increases and, if it approaches within \(\approx 20\) cm, its velocity decreases gradually until it lands near the female. The orientation pattern differs from orientation in wind primarily in the fraction of turns with net movement away from the female, initially \(\approx 0.5\). This fraction decreases to \(\approx 0.2\) if the male approaches within \(\approx 10\) cm. Previously developed computer models suggest that such behavior is less efficient for finding a pheromone source than pheromone-stimulated optomotor anemotaxis but more efficient than random searching. Thus, it can be expected that pheromone traps are less effective at sampling remote populations of insects in a warehouse than in a field, but are helpful in pinpointing nearby infestations.
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AN INSECT IN SEARCH OF a mate quickly modifies its flight behavior when it detects sex pheromone. Information it perceives through olfaction, vision, and mechanoreception triggers changes in velocity and angular velocity (degrees per second) that direct its motion toward the pheromone source. The motion is strongly affected by the concentration, shape, and structure of the pheromone plume (for example, Cardé and Hagaman 1979, Payne et al., 1986, Vickers and Baker 1992, Charlton et al. 1993), all of which are modulated by dynamic changes in wind turbulence, velocity, and direction (for example, Gibson and Brady 1985, Willis and Arbas 1991, Liu and Haynes 1993). The mechanisms of searching behavior are now understood sufficiently to enable some control of the insect’s turning frequency and speed in a wind tunnel by presenting it with short, precisely timed pheromone pulses (Mafra-Neto and Cardé 1994, Vickers and Baker 1994).

Much of the research on pheromone-stimulated searching behavior has focused on the typical case where the insect is flying in wind; nevertheless, the mechanisms by which insects find pheromone sources in the absence of wind are of practical and ethological concern. Pheromone traps are commonly used in warehouses to pinpoint infestations of stored product insects. Experimental modifications of trap locations, sizes, shapes, and emission sources have enabled improvements in trap utility
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Literature concerning orientation without wind is scattered through many different research areas. A large group of studies deals with orientation to resources (foraging) without directional cues. Historically, orientation without directional cues was described as orthokinesis, klinokinesis, or klinotaxis. In recent years, strict definitions of these terms have been difficult to maintain as more examples have been described (for example, Bell and Tobin 1982). Stinner and Bachelor (1993) reviewed the literature on foraging and derived a search model that has applicability to mate-seeking behavior either with or without wind. In their model, search near a resource is a spiral with a high angular velocity and low velocity. A gradual transition to low angular velocity and higher velocity occurs away from the resource.

Other studies consider orientation without wind as a case of reduced orientational information. Bell and Tobin (1982) described the general case. Baker and Kuenen (1982), Kuenen and Baker (1982), and Baker et al. (1984) analyzed the behavior of male *Grapholita molesta* (Busk) under different wind conditions (steady, ceasing, zero wind), with and without pheromone. David and Kennedy (1987) compared flight by *Lyma tria dispar* (L.) with and without wind and pheromone. Willis and Cardé (1990) analyzed *L. dispar* flights at several wind speeds including zero. In all these studies, the angles between zigzags (turn magnitudes) were
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greater without than with wind. Velocity decreased as windspeed decreased, but at zero windspeed it increased. Turning frequency was unaffected by changes in windspeed. The fraction of turns downwind (that is, turn bias away from female) increased when wind decreased to zero. On average, moths could orient without wind to pheromone sources but their efficiency was reduced.

Several studies have examined mate location by stored product moths in a warehouse environment (Hagstrum and Davis 1980, 1982; Mankin et al. 1983). The instantaneous wind velocity in a warehouse is not necessarily zero even if the building is airtight and the temperature is uniform. However, orientational cues are much reduced compared with those in the field and in wind-tunnel experiments cited above. The warehouse studies focused on coarse-scale flight patterns (movement among 1.4-m cubes), but it was observed that flights by *Cadra cautella* (Walker) and *Plodia interpunctella* (Hübner) males became area restricted (that is, net movement decreased) near a pheromone source. For male *C. cautella*, area-restricted flight began at distances <60 cm from the female. This distance decreased in a pheromone-permeated atmosphere.

To gain more insight into the mechanisms of orientation to pheromone in a windless environment, and to characterize male *C. cautella* area-restricted flight precisely, we conducted a detailed, 3-D video analysis of searching behavior with and without calling females in a warehouse room.

**Materials and Methods**

**Arena.** Flights were observed inside an interior room (5.9 by 5.9 by 5.9-m) of a warehouse described previously in Hagstrum and Davis (1980) and Mankin et al. (1983). The north and east walls of the upper northeast corner had been gridded in lines 10-cm apart (Fig. 1). Light was provided by sixteen 40-W fluorescent bulbs paired at 8 evenly spaced locations on the ceiling. The translucent covers beneath the light fixtures were covered by Plexiglas barriers. Wind currents were negligible during tests because of the arena's interior location, remote from sources of wind drafts or temperature differentials. Periodic checks with a hotwire anemometer (ThermoSystems model 1610-12, St. Paul, MN) typically found velocities of 2–5 cm/s, the same order of magnitude as the thermal currents generated by the hotwire itself. Temperatures during the tests were 24–28°C.

Two surveillance cameras (Panasonic model 1050A, Matsushita Electric, New York) were con-
connected to separate time-lapse videotape recorders and observed from monitors (Panasonic model 8030 and TR195B, respectively). They were pointed perpendicular to each other and toward the ceiling at the northeast corner of the room. Specifically, camera A faced east, 440 cm from the east wall, 10 cm below the ceiling, and 60 cm from the north wall (XA, YA, ZA = 440, 10, 60 cm in room coordinates). Camera B faced north from (XB, YB, ZB = 60, 10, 440 cm). Digital timers (0.1-s resolution) were set near the walls in both fields of view to enable synchronization of the frames recorded from the 2 cameras. The total space in the combined fields of view was approximately the same volume contained in the 1.4-m cubes used in an earlier study of *C. cautella* searching behavior in the entire warehouse room (Hagstrum and Davis 1980).

**Insects.** *C. cautella* was reared and handled as described in Hagstrum and Davis (1980) (a photoperiod of 14:10 [L:D] h, with observations beginning at the start of scotophase at 1400 hours). Unmated adults were collected in the morning of the previous day and placed in separate vials. A female, when present, was strapped before testing on the ceiling inside a petri dish at FEMREFPT (female reference point = 50, 0, 50 cm) in the room coordinate system. The dish was removed just before males were released in the center of the floor. If a male ceased flying, another was released, up to a total of 4. The place where a female settled and called, FEMCALLPT, was usually within \(\approx 10\) cm. The reference origin for calculation of distances and angles was FEMCALLPT when a female was present, and FEMREFPT otherwise.

**Flight Analysis.** Moth flights in the field of view of both cameras were digitized from the monitor screen with a digitizer (Numonics model 1220, Lansdale, PA) and converted to 3-D room coordinates by subroutines (Mankin et al. 1987) operating on a microcomputer (Digital Equipment model PDP 11/23, Maynard, MA). The recordings were replayed and digitized, frame by frame. The digitizer sent the moth's coordinates to a printer or a datalogger (Campbell Model CR20, Logan, UT), which stored them on a digital cassette recorder. The data on the cassette recorder were transmitted to the microcomputer for analysis.

A customized program containing \(\approx 80\) user-written and 50 vendor-supplied (DEC-graphics) subroutines calculated the moth’s room coordinates from the digitized monitor images. The functions done by the software included file retrieval from the digitizer station, timing synchronization between files recorded from different cameras, translation of files into binary format, 3-D reconstruction of the flight from the monitor coordinates, and 3-D motion analyses of individual flights. Part of the retrieval program was written in assembly language. The remainder of the programming was in FORTRAN IV.

The calculation of 3-D position from 2 cameras is described elsewhere (for example, Rogers and Adams 1976, and Longuet-Higgins 1981). The algorithm used in this report is given in Appendix 1.

**Calibration and Error Reduction.** Several procedures were instituted to reduce digitization and synchronization errors. Digitizer errors were minimized by averaging 6 consecutive frames (1/60-s intervals) to construct data sets of average x, y, and z coordinates in 0.1-s intervals (Appendix 1). To determine the precision of the digitizer-microcomputer system, the screen coordinates of 4 points (grid intersections) on the east wall were digitized and stored at the beginning of each flight file. The positions of 3 points were predicted from calculations based on the 4th point. These were compared with the actual positions in 2 separate recordings. The discrepancy between the predicted and actual position of a grid intersection increased with its distance from the reference point up to 4 cm for points at the edge of the screen. To reduce calibration error, the orientation reference chosen for each flight was the measured intersection closest to the moth initial position.

**Statistical Analysis.** Nineteen flights of individual males and 8 flights of males that found females were stored as SAS data files (SAS Institute 1985) of average x, y, and z coordinates in 0.1-s intervals. The distance between male and female, velocity, and angular velocity were calculated by the algorithm described in Appendix 2. Turn bias was calculated by subtracting the distance between male and female from that in the previous interval, setting the bias for distances <0 to 0 and >0 to 1, and averaging over each cm distance from the female.

Equations were fit to mean velocity, angular velocity, and turn bias as a function of distance from female (DISTFEM) using PROC REG and PROC NLIN procedures (SAS Institute 1985). One-tailed t-tests were applied to the standard errors of the predicted values to find the distances at which slopes were significantly different from zero and the distances at which motion parameters were significantly affected by a calling female.

For comparisons with other studies of searching behavior in wind, a second data set was constructed by approximating each flight as a series of straight tracks between turns \(\geq 45^\circ\). Turn magnitude (TurnMag) was calculated as the angle between 2 consecutive straight tracks. An estimate of track angle (TrkAngle) was calculated as the supplement of the heading (Akers 1989); that is, the angle between the straight track and the line pointing to the reference origin. Note, however, that the actual track angle (Marsh et al. 1978) is undefined in zero wind. Length of straight track was calculated as the distance between 2 consecutive turns. Interturn interval was the time between 2 consecutive turns. The interturn intervals, lengths, track angles, and turn magnitudes were compared at dif-

Results

The flights in Figs. 2 and 3 show typical differences between male C. cautella searching behavior with or without a calling female present. The figures were constructed by plotting position at 0.1-s intervals, with solid lines connecting consecutive positions. Dotted lines in Fig. 3 denote distance from the ceiling. For clarity, distance from the ceiling is not shown in Fig. 2, but arrows are added to show flight direction. A number by each arrow denotes the time sequence of movement. Males fly faster and turn less frequently without a calling female. These differences appear in the figures as longer distances and shallower angles between line vertices. Males loop back less frequently into a previously explored area without a calling female. This difference appears in Fig. 2 as a difference in the total length of observable path. All the males bounced on the ceiling, landed away from the female, and walked the remaining distance. The male in Fig. 2 landed on the ceiling (at 65, 0, 58 cm) = 20 cm away from the female and walking the remaining distance to her.

The differences appearing in Figs. 2 and 3 are reflected in average flight behavior at different distances from female (Fig. 4). Mean angular velocity increased from 500 to 1,000°/s, and mean velocity decreased from 40 to 5 cm/s as a male approached the calling female. The vertical and horizontal components of velocity did not differ significantly. The proportion of turns away from the female decreased from 0.5 to 0.2 as the male approached the female.

The regressions of angular velocity, velocity, and turn bias were nonlinear on distance from female, when the female was present, but linear without the female present (Table 1; Fig. 4). The slopes of the regressions for turn bias, velocity, and angular velocity with the female present were significantly different from zero ($P < 0.05$) at distances from female of <16, 50, and 37 cm, respectively. The slope of mean velocity, but not angular velocity or turn bias, was significantly different from zero ($P < 0.05$) when no female was present.

For flight near a calling female, the distances at which turn bias, velocity, and angular velocity be-
came significantly different (P < 0.05) from those of males without females present were 12, 21, and 44 cm, respectively. The following behaviors can thus be zoned as follows: open flight (DISTFEM > 44 cm), a zone where neither velocity nor angular velocity differs significantly from that when no female is present; conditioned flight (21 < DISTFEM < 44 cm), a zone where 1 but not both differ from those when no female is present; and restricted flight (DISTFEM < 21 cm), a zone where both differ from those when no female is present.

The reduced data set containing only turns >45° yielded trends in interturn interval, turn magnitude, track angle, and turn length (Table 2) that were consistent with the regressions in Fig. 4. Interturn interval is significantly smaller and turn magnitude is significantly greater in the restricted than in the open zone, as expected from the increased angular velocity. Track angle is inversely proportional to turn magnitude and is significantly smaller in the restricted than in the open zone. Turn length, like velocity, is smaller in the restricted than in the open zone. Interturn interval, turn length, and track angle in the open zone are the same as when no female is present, which suggests that the female is not detected in the open zone.

**Discussion**

**Similarities Among Search Behavior Patterns.** Search behavior in still air conforms to rules that may have considerable generality—whatever the nature of the orienting stimulus, the resource being sought, the sex of the searcher, or the mode of locomotion (Akers 1989, Bell 1990, Stinner and Bachelor 1993). Typically, the angular velocity of a searching insect increases, its velocity decreases, and its turn bias away from an attractant source decreases as it approaches the source. Stinner and Bachelor (1993) developed a 2-dimensional model of similar behavior, “stochastic spiral search,” and compared its efficiency in finding a resource with that of a “restricted random” pattern in which turning angle is normally distributed. Their computer simulations suggested that a spiral search pattern is more efficient than a random pattern. In this case, the pheromone source is found less efficiently when no wind is present to polarize the direction of turns, but the increased turning angle and decreased velocity result in an increase in time spent near the point of detection. Arrestment near the female increases the likelihood of location.

**Comparison with Orientation in Wind.** Without wind, the moth lacks the cues to polarize prop-
erly its turns or zigzags toward the female (Baker et al. 1984), but otherwise its behavior is similar to that of males detecting pheromone in wind. The decrease in track length from 11 to 6 cm (Table 2) is similar to the decrease from 14 to 8 cm reported by Marsh et al. (1978) for \textit{P. interpunctella} males flying to a sex pheromone source in wind.

It is interesting that the 0.32- and 0.4-s differences between turns in the restricted and open zones correspond with measurements by Mafra-Neto and Cardé (1994) of flights by male \textit{C. cautella} exposed in wind to pheromone plumes of 2 different structures. In their study, a 0.29-s inter-turn interval after exposure to slow pulses of pher-
omone increased to 0.4 s after fast pulses—the same as that measured in this study in the open zone (and for males with no female present). A possible explanation for this correspondence is based on another finding of Mafra-Neto and Cardé (1994) that pheromone-induced counterturns can be suppressed if the tempo of pheromone pulses exceeds a certain frequency. If the trigger to counterturn on detection of a pheromone pulse is suppressed, the resultant rate of counterturning may be reduced to about the same level as the rate when no pheromone is present.

Angular velocities, like turning rates, are similar to those reported in wind (for example, 450–490°/s in Charlton et al. [1993]). One parameter, mean track angle, was greater than the mean of 60° without wind obtained by Baker et al. (1984).

Three-Dimensional Versus 2-D Analysis. The original descriptions of moth searching behavior mechanisms were based on 2-D analysis of flights in wind tunnels (Traynier 1968, Kennedy and Marsh et al. 1978), and 2-D analyses remain in common use (for example, Cardé and Charlton 1983, Baker 1989, and Quartey and Coaker 1993). However, 3-D techniques have been used in some recent wind-tunnel studies (for example, Witzgall and Arn 1990, Riley et al. 1990, Aluja et al. 1989) and previous studies of insects confined in small volumes (Shinn and Long 1986, Okubo et al. 1981, Wyss and Pollak 1981, and Buellhoff et al. 1980). 3-D analysis is more complicated and time-consuming than 2-D analysis, although the availability of modern digital signal-processing techniques makes it easier now than a decade ago. The distances over which flights can be analyzed typically is more restricted in 3-D than in 2-D cases because the insect must be in the fields of view of both cameras. However, it is the only way to obtain precise measures of velocity vectors and positions of behavioral transitions when the moth position is unconstrained. A 2-D analysis is satisfactory in a wind tunnel arena because the tunnel constrains motion in 2 of the 3 directions.

Applications to Use of Pheromone Traps. An important question in the understanding of competition between females and artificial pheromone sources is the distance over which communication occurs. A communication distance for male and female *C. cautella* can be estimated from the regressions in Table 1. Angular velocity began to increase when the male passed to within 44 cm of the female. The velocity began to decrease within 21 cm, and the turn bias away from the female began to decrease within 12 cm. Each of these changes began at a different distance from the female and may have been initiated by different pheromone concentrations, considering that the pheromone concentration usually decreases with distance from the calling female. It should be noted, however, that the instantaneous pheromone distribution in a warehouse can and often does vary considerably from the mean (see discussion below on plume shape and intermittency).

The communication distances estimated here compare well with the estimate by Hagstrum and Davis (1980) that *C. cautella* male–female communication distances were <60 cm. They also compare well with the distance of 0.4–2.5 m pre-
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Table 1. Motion parameters ± SEM for equations describing male *C. cautella* mean angular velocity, velocity, and turn bias away from female in relation to DISTFEM (= distance from FEMCALLPT [calling female present] or FEMREFPT [male without calling female])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Male without calling female: motion = A + B * DISTFEM</th>
<th>Regression parameter</th>
<th>Male with calling female: motion = A + e⁻^{B * DISTFEM} ± C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B (Slope)</td>
<td>r²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular velocity</td>
<td>367.9 ± 47.7</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>0.00039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>28.3 ± 2.6</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.083</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn bias</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.0027 ± 0.0075</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2. Mean ± SEM for interturn interval, length of track, track angle (TrkAngle), and turn magnitude (TurnMag) for male *C. cautella* flying in specified zones (d = DISTFEM in cm [Appendix 2]) in search of calling female

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interv...</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Search zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(d &lt; 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.009b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>6.36 ± 0.30c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrkAngle</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>81.22 ± 2.27b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnMag</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>119.63 ± 2.39a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means in a row followed by the same letter are not significantly different (*P* < 0.05; Waller–Duncan test [SAS Institute 1985]).

* Parameter magnitudes in this zone are not significantly different from those when no female is present (Waller–Duncan test [SAS Institute 1985]).
dicted for trapping *P. interpunctella* in Mankin et al. (1980) and the 30-cm distance where *G. molesta* males began shortening their zigzags in still air (Baker et al. 1984). The distance of restricted search (<21 cm) compares well with the distance from which walking female bark beetles find a pheromone source in still air (Akers 1989).

A related question concerns the shape and intermittency of the pheromone plume emitted by either a female or a pheromone trap in a warehouse. The plume emitted by the female was not controlled precisely as in Mafra-Neto and Cardé (1994), but comparison of interturn interval and track angles in the 2 studies suggests a relatively close fit between flights by male *C. cautella* in the observation arena and by males exposed to 0.17-s pulses, 1.45 s apart. When pulses were rapid, track angles were smaller and interturn intervals were longer than those in this study. Interturn intervals were much smaller than in this study when the plume was continuous. Such a result is to be expected because the instantaneous concentration of pheromone near the female varies considerably (Mankin et al. 1980, Murlis et al. 1992). Small-scale, low-energy turbulent eddies, some of them generated by the male's own wingbeats, reshape the emitted plume into a series of small discontinuous puffs. The behavior of the male in Fig. 2, for example, suggests that a puff was encountered near (30, 5, 55 cm), and then a 2nd puff near (55, 8, 70 cm).

The short communication distance of ∼40 cm suggests that pheromone traps in a warehouse work best to pinpoint local infestations rather than to attract insects from long distances (Vick et al. 1990). Emitting pheromone from a trap at a high release rate may be counterproductive in a windless environment because it may trigger restricted searching behavior too far from the trap, keeping the insect from approaching closer to the actual source. Further improvements in pheromone trap designs for stored-product insects are more likely to result from efforts to make them more visually attractive to the insects or from forced laminar air flow.
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Appendix 1

Algorithm for Calculation of XYZ Flight Coordinates. The 3-D coordinates were reconstructed from the corresponding images on 2 video monitors by specifying a reference point, R, in all 3 coordinate systems and the cameras’ positions in room coordinates. An example reference point (XB, YB, ZB) is the intersection of the first 2 grid lines on the northeast wall: (0, 10, 10 cm). In Fig. 1, the origins of the monitor coordinate systems, OA and OB, are shown at the centers of the respective monitor screens, (HCA, VCA) and (HCB, VCB). The male’s position, P (X, Y, Z) in the room coordinate system, is (HA, VA) in A-monitor coordinates and (HB, VB) in B-monitor coordinates.

The H and V coordinates were smoothed as 0.1s averages of 6 consecutive frames. That is,

\[ HA_{t-0.1s} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{6} HA_i \right) / 6 \]

and

\[ HA_{t-0.2s} = \left( \sum_{i=7}^{12} HA_i \right) / 6, \]

where \( i \) is the number of frames from the beginning of analysis.

Equations relating the XYZ coordinates to the smoothed H and V coordinates of the A and B monitors are listed below. The algorithm relates the area of an object on the monitor to its silhouette perpendicular to the camera axis. The area of the object on the monitor is inversely proportional to its distance from the camera. The moth’s position, P (X, Y, Z), also can be determined by other references, for example, by the positions of 6 non-coplanar reference points specified in room and monitor coordinates (Rogers and Adams 1976).

The proportional relationships between real XYZ coordinates and the camera coordinates are described by the equations:
VA’ = (VA - VCA)/(VRA - VCA)  
= [(Y - YA)/(X - XA)]  
- [(XR - XA)/(YR - YA)],  \hspace{1cm} (1) 

HA’ = (HA - HCA)/(HRA - HCA)  
= [(Z - ZA)/(X - XA)]  
- [(XR - XA)/(ZR - ZA)],  \hspace{1cm} (2) 

VB’ = (VB - VCB)/(VBR - VCB)  
= [(Y - YB)/(Z - ZB)]  
- [(ZR - ZB)/(YR - YB)],  \hspace{1cm} (3) 

HB’ = (HB - HCB)/(HRB - HCB)  
= [(X - XB)/(Z - ZB)]  
- [(ZR - ZB)/(XR - XB)],  \hspace{1cm} (4) 

with the horizontal and vertical coordinates from cameras A and B defined as in Fig. 1. Using the definitions

YRA = YR - YA,  \hspace{1cm} YRB = YR - YB,  
XRA = XR - XA,  \hspace{1cm} XRB = XR - XB,  
ZRA = ZR - ZA,  \hspace{1cm} ZRB = ZR - ZB,  
equations 1-4 have solutions:

X = [YB - YA - (VB/HB)(YRB/XRB)XB]  
+ VA’(YRA/XRA)XA  
+ [VA’(YRA/XRA)]  
- (VB/HB)(YRB/XRB)],  \hspace{1cm} (5) 

Y = [HB(YRA/XRA)YB - VB(YRB/XRB)YA]  
+ VA’VB(YRA/XRA)  
- (YRB/XRB)(XA - XB)]  
+ [VA’HB(YRA/XRA) - VB(YRB/XRB)],  \hspace{1cm} (6) 

Z = [YA - YB - (VA/HA)(YRA/ZRA)ZA]  
+ VB(YRB/ZRB)ZB  
+ [VB(YRB/ZRB)]  
- (VA/HA)(YRA/ZRA)].  \hspace{1cm} (7) 

Appendix 2

Flight Motion Parameter Algorithm. X, Y, and Z are 3-D coordinates relative to the origin, O (Fig. 1), in centimeters. RX, RY, and RZ are coordinates relative to the reference origin. TIME is the time from beginning of analysis in 0.1-s increments. LAGn(variable) = magnitude of variable at nth previous valid time before before TIME. The algorithm discarded intervals where the moth moved less than 1 body length (Tourtellot et al. 1991). At each otherwise valid interval, the algorithm calculated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DISTFEM</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>Distance between position of flying male and calling female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDIFF</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>TIME - LAG1(TIME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEL</td>
<td>cm s⁻¹</td>
<td>Velocity (distance between current and previous position/TDIFF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VX, VY, VZ</td>
<td></td>
<td>X, Y, and Z velocity components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANG</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>Angle between line connecting positions at LAG1(TIME) and LAG2(TIME) with line connecting positions at LAG1(TIME) and TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGV</td>
<td>°s⁻¹</td>
<td>Angular Velocity (ANG/ TDIFF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGACC</td>
<td>°s⁻²</td>
<td>Angular Acceleration (ANGV - LAG(ANGV)/TDIFF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Flights are preselected, starting at TIME = 0.1. STIM = “F” (female present) or ‘N’ (none present). Major variables are in **bold.**

data allpts; /* data file */  
infile ‘c:\ecorient\corient.prm’;  
retain oldtime oldx oldy oldz oldxdif oldydif oldzdif olddis oldang oldang dif oldiffem ang;  
keep flt stim time x y z rx ry rz distfem vx vy vz vel ang anyv anyacc;  
input stim $ $ # TIME y x z ry rz;  
DISTFEM = (rx*ry + ry*rz + rz*rx)**0.5;  
if time = 0.1 then do; /* initial time in each flight */  
count = 1; oldtime = time; oldx = x; oldy = y; oldz = z; olddiffem = ; vel = ; anyv = ; anyacc = ; ang = ; absang = ; oldang = ; end;  
else do; /* all other times */  
oldang = ang; xdif = (x - oldx); ydif = (y - oldy); zdif = (z - oldz); VX = abs(xdif); VY = abs(ydif); VZ = abs(zdif); TDIFF = time - oldtime;  
DISMAL = (xdif*ydif + ydif*ydif + zdif*zdif)**0.5; if distmal > 0.5;  
VEL = distmaldiff/tdiff; VX = vx/tdiff; VY = vy/tdiff; VZ = vz/tdiff;  
if count = 1 then do;  
count = 2; oldtime = time; oldx = x; oldy = y; oldz = z; oldiffem = distfem; olddiff = xdif; oldydif = ydif; oldzdif = zdif; olddis = distmal; anyv = ; anyacc = ; ang = ; absang = ; oldang = ; end;  
else do;  
xx = xdif*oldxdif; yy = ydif*oldydif; zz = zdif*oldzdif; div = distmal*olddis; cosang = (xx + yy + zz)/div;  
if cosang >= 1 or cosang <= -1 then ang1 = 0; else ang1 = arcos(cosang);  
absang = ang1*(180/3.1415927);  
ANGV = absang/tdiff;  
if distfem > olddiffem then ANG = -absang; else ANG = absang;  
if count = 2 then do;  
count = 3; oldtime = time; oldx = x; oldy = y; oldz = z; oldxdif = xdif; oldydif = ydif;
oldzdif = zdif; olddis = dismal; oldangv =
angv; olddfem = distfem; angacc = .; end;
else do; count = count + 1;
ANGACC = (angv - oldangv)/(time -
oldtime); oldtime = time; oldx = x; oldy =
y; oldz = z; oldxdif = xdif; oldydif = ydif;
oldzdif = zdif; olddis = dismal; oldangv =
angv; olddfem = distfem; end; end; end;